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March 13, 2020 (update to March 3rd letter)
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to expand its geographic and economic reach, we will continue to provide
you with regular updates from Makena. Each day brings more uncertainty about the health and economic impacts
of the pandemic. As governments, industries, schools, and daily life grind to a halt, the implications for global
growth continue to worsen. Although bad news is accelerating, our team is actively managing our portfolio and is
prepared for a variety of outcomes.
This note provides a brief update on our portfolio, the market, and our business.
Portfolio Update
During times of market distress, it is important to circle back to our core investment principles. Two important
principles stand out at this time: maintaining our long-term focus and maintaining balanced diversification.
Although we have no edge predicting the progression of the pandemic, our approach to balanced diversification
is designed and managed to withstand the short-term risks that prevent many investors from achieving their longterm goals. The statement “patience is a virtue” is perhaps never truer than during times of market volatility.
Overreacting to short-term news in search of quick profits or avoiding losses is a losing long-term investment
strategy. Investors’ biggest mistakes involve overreacting: being overly bullish in the good times and overly
bearish in bad times. Our long-term approach requires patience, discipline, and a constant search for how we can
position the portfolio to achieve the best long-term risk-controlled returns. Our investment team has managed
through prior stressful environments, including 9/11 and the Global Financial Crisis (“GFC”). Although every
“black swan” event is different, the market reactions share many similarities. We have seen this type of market
environment before, and we know how to navigate it. The market panic yesterday (March 12) felt very much like
the panic at the height of the GFC on October 15, 2008. Although the market declined another 25% from that date
through the March 9, 2009 low, the return for long-term investors was exceptional. The S&P 500 returned over
20% for the one-year period following the October 15, 2008 close.
We have a risk management system and process in place to know where our portfolio is exposed at all times.
Normally, our Risk Committee meets every other week. During market distress, like now, our Risk Committee
meets every day to review the latest risk reports and to discuss portfolio actions. This process, along with
constant, open dialogue with our managers, helps inform what actions we should take. At the portfolio level, we
have modestly rebalanced, but remain under-risked. Many of our managers are excited about the valuations of
their underlying portfolio companies. One of our long-time managers exclaimed that the deviation of their
portfolio from fair value is larger than it was during the GFC (i.e., it is very cheap). We are prepared to patiently
rebalance further into risk assets. A diversified portfolio includes having allocations not only to adequate sources
of liquidity, but it also includes having allocations to asset classes as hedge funds and real estate and portfolio
management tools such as tail hedges and currency hedges. While a tail hedging program will cost the portfolio in
times of lower volatility, it provides liquidity during times of market distress to help rebalance into equities when
others are selling in fear. This additional liquidity helps maintain a long-term mindset.
In addition to opportunities that many public equity and long/short managers are monitoring, there may finally
be interesting opportunities in absolute return. Although there is no forced selling yet, absolute return managers
are starting to see some interesting credit opportunities beyond low-quality energy companies, which they will
continue to avoid. A commitment to active management means that during market turbulence, a portfolio has a
greater chance of surviving short-term risks while allowing the portfolio to compound at a higher return over the
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long-term. Active managers have experienced other distressed market environments and are now able to invest
in quality companies at cheaper prices.
Market Update
As of Thursday, March 12, global equity markets had officially entered bear market territory. The S&P 500 lost
23% year-to-date, being down 27% from its all-time high on February 19th. Through Friday, March 13, year-todate losses for other global markets are comparable; the MSCI ACWI is down 19%, the FTSE 100 is down 29%,
and the Nikkei 225 is down 26%. Treasury yields have continued to hit historic lows, with the 10-year Treasury
yield bottoming out at 57 basis points on March 9, before bouncing back to its current yield of 98 basis points. The
9.5% decline in the S&P 500 on March 12 was the fifth largest decline of all-time, with the 20.5% decline on
October 19, 1987 being the largest and the other three occurring during the fall of 1929. The March 12 decline
exceeded the largest one-day decline during the GFC of -9.1% on October 15, 2008. Market volatility (CBOE
Volatility Index) spiked to a high of 75 on March 12, nearing the highs experienced during the 2008 GFC. Lastly,
agreement on supply cuts between OPEC members Saudi Arabia and Russia fell apart, which, combined with
falling demand, has led to a sharp decline in crude oil prices (WTI) to $33/bbl., down nearly 50% year-to-date.
Business Update
The only update from our March 3rd letter is that we have implemented a work-from-home policy for all Makena
team members. Our IT and Cybersecurity systems provide us with the capability to work remotely. We continue
to evolve our approach as the situation unfolds in order to protect our business and our people.
As always, we thank you for your partnership. We remain committed to providing transparency around the
portfolio and our business. Please let us know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
The Partners of Makena Capital Management

Makena Capital Management, LLC (“Makena”) prepared this document solely for the person to whom it has been given for informational
and discussion purposes only. This document and the information contained herein are strictly confidential and may not be reproduced,
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distributed or communicated, in whole or in part, to any third party without the express approval of Makena. Makena reserves the right at
any time to amend or change the contents of this presentation without notice to you.
Under no circumstances should the information presented be considered an offer to sell, or a solicitation to buy, any security referred to in
this document. Such offer or solicitation may only be made pursuant to the current offering documents for the Makena Fund (the “Fund”
or “Funds”) which may only be provided to accredited investors and qualified purchasers as defined under the Securities Act of 1933 and
the Investment Company Act of 1940. This document should be read in conjunction with, and is qualified in its entirety by, information
contained in the Funds’ offering documents.
Makena believes that the research used in this presentation is based on accurate sources (including but not limited to economic and market
data from various government and private sources and reputable external databases), but we have not independently verified those
sources, and we therefore do not guarantee their accuracy. The opinions, projections, and estimates contained herein reflect the views of
Makena only and should not be construed as absolute statements and are subject to change without notice to you.
Certain statements in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements that should not be relied upon as representations of the
future performance of any Makena Fund. The past performance of any Makena Fund is not necessarily indicative of future results. The
projected performance results presented in this document, if any, are hypothetical and for informational and illustrative purposes only and
should not be construed as a guarantee of actual or future performance results of any Makena Fund. Actual performance results may vary
significantly from projected performance results due to many factors, including, but not limited to, new issue eligibility, different liquidity
terms, timing of investment and other factors.
Certain performance numbers in this presentation may be unaudited, preliminary and based on estimates. Final reported and audited
performance numbers may vary considerably from these estimates. Estimated gross and net performance numbers could change materially
as final performance figures and underlying investment costs and fees are determined and allocated. Unless otherwise noted, performance
is shown net of underlying manager fees and net of the standard Makena fees per the applicable limited partnership agreement, including
any incentive fees earned or estimated that a “day one” investor would pay. Asset class performance is shown net of underlying manager
fees but gross of Makena fees. Please refer to the offering documents of the Makena funds for complete information regarding fees and
expenses. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Comparison of the performance of any Makena Fund to a benchmark or benchmarks is for illustrative purposes only and the performance
of the Makena Funds may differ materially from the performance of the benchmarks due to diversification, asset allocation, volatility or
other factors.
If MSCI data is presented be aware that MSCI has not approved, reviewed or produced this report, makes no express or implied warranties
or representations and is not liable whatsoever for any data in the report. You may not redistribute the MSCI data or use it as a basis for
other indices or investment products.
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